One device to rule them all  by Szweda, Roy
The worry now is that the market will drop off.
Sales had been revitalised, not by 3G, but by
the simple matter of combining a camera with
the handset. Now the industry is looking to fac-
tor in the iPod. While this is indeed a good
commercial prospect it will put an even larger
burden on the battery. The pressure will be on
the makers of the second biggest power drain
after the colour display, the RF power amplifier,
to make them even more efficient. This is
unlikely to mean an overnight change of tran-
sistor type. It might encourage closer examina-
tion of non-III-V solutions but InGaP still has
plenty of headroom.
This editorial coincided with launches of sever-
al examples of convergence, eg palmOne's
LifeDrive. It boasts that this is the first PDA
with a hard drive. So it can store photos,
videos, music, etc. Adding to the power load it
also has built-in Wi-Fi and Bluetooth (another
first for palmOne) and you can add accessories
like GPS. Of course, you can already buy sec-
ond generation PDAs with multimedia, eg one
Ipaq has an integrated camera and plays
music. Another is the first and smallest hand-
held to feature integrated 3-way wireless capa-
bilities (GSM, GPRS, WLAN, and Bluetooth). 
One phone for all
In parallel there's the 'Truphone'. The first of
many such products, this is available for the
Nokia 6630 handset and offers both fixed and
mobile communications in one unit. Its maker,
UK-based Software Cellular Network Ltd, says
it allows seamless roaming between Wi-Fi,
Bluetooth and 3G and connection via SIP to the
public phone system. Use of standard Wi-Fi
access points in the home or office gives cover-
age for mobile blind spots or can simply be
used to make lower cost VoIP calls.
Incidentally, the market for VoIP is taking off,
says SCN. Nokia's Series 60 platform provides a
converged phone. Several companies have seen
good customer adoption on desktops thanks to
the lower cost calls and free services. The next
step is to take the VoIP business model to
mobiles where revenue opportunities are greater.
Hard drives in handsets
That could mean everyone has just the one
phone. It has more capability and so should
result in components with better margins, or so
the industry hopes. Another obvious conver-
gence is to combine the two essential personal
electronic appliances for adolescents: MP3
players and cellphones. So it is not surprising
that handset makers and carriers are looking to
integrate the two. 
There have already been handsets that offer a
measure of music playback or FM radio others
are expected to follow. One of the most antici-
pated will be Nokia's N91, part of its media-
centric N series strategy. It has a hard drive so
like iPods it plays MP3 files along with 3G,
WiFi, Bluetooth, camera, etc., all dependent on
efficient electronics. 
Mobile entertainment may follow the Napster
model. Users will pay a subscription to a music
download service. These services are the main
lure for such equipment. Irritating though they
are, ringtones are big business. Music will be
next, then video. 
Mobile phones are closer to the ideal since
they cut out the expensive desktop-DSL, plus
suppliers can better control the copyright. 
The future is as exciting as it is uncertain. Who
will win this round? Will Apple add handset
functions to the iPod? Nokia is already coming
from the opposite direction. This raises the
interesting prospect of RF module suppliers
courting Apple. Maybe they already are. 
Crystal Gazing
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One device to rule them all
Convergence is a topical buzzword. It has
much interest for the compounds since it
looks set to be one of the next killer apps for
more efficient chips. Most importantly the
need for multi-functionality, for example, is
the industry's hope for better profitability.
The coming together of multimedia and
mobile communications is underway, but
already the industry is positioning itself for
the next step. Sales of handsets have been
good in the past year. This has meant better
sales of III-V chips and materials.
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